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A.N. Wilson's Tolstoy is a welcare addition to the biographical
literature on Tolstoy. Wilson writes beautifully in the elegant
and witty style of the English essay. He can be a bit arch, and
for that reason I still prefer Maude I s tone, which conveys, without
fawning and without fear of criticizing the It'aster where he deserves
it, the rragical effect produced by genius. Maude had les6 inforna
tion than Wilson, hONever, and Victorian prudery did not allow him
to analyse or even reveal all the inform:ltion available. Wilson is
less thorough than Si.Imons, but he m:tkes better use of the facts he
inparts. He is less rrelodramatic than Troyat, but he tells his
tale with gusto, relishing the twists and tw:ns in the life of as
canplicated a man as ever lived. He is as clever a writer and psy
chologist as Shklovsky, but he is rrore concerned to truly under
stand what rrade Tolstoy tick. than is the Soviet biographer, who, in
the service of the state and his CMn philosophical concerns, can be
arbitrary in his judgrrents. TI1e "biographer" with whan I would can
pare Wilson is in fact Eikhenbaum, who, a£ter '!he YOW1g Tolstoy,
wrote books which mix historical and literary-historical explanations
with speculations about Tolstoy's psychology as a writer.

Other revietNers have praised Wilson's ability to provide histori
cal and social back.ground to Tolstoy's life and 'M:lrks. 'Ibis side of
the book is indeed particularly satisfying to the English-speaking
reader, because Wilson views Rlssian life as an intelligent and in
fomed outsider. Nor is Wilson a MaIxist, and his expianations of
the mixture in Tolstoy of conservatism and radicalism ring true.
Here Wilson~ a great deal to Maude, who brought .E)1glish rrodera
tion to his study of a society where, fran the 18305 on, rrOOerate
becarre a dirty 'M:lrd.

I agree with rwch of Wilson I s presentation of nineteenth century
Russian life, and here as in every other facet of his book. I admire
his ability to present material clearly and vividly. 'lllere is, hew
ever, nuch nore to his book than this. In the first place, Wilson
has given the rrost balanced account I know of Tolstoy I s sexuality.
(On this subject, Wilson's book should be read together with another
Tolstoy, by Pietro Citati (New York, 1986], who cogitates, saretirces
rrurkily arrl saretirnes brilliantly, over the role of Eros in Tolstoy's
art.) Wilson depicts roth Tolstoy's a.1.Irost Balzacian lust and his
equal capacity for sharre and hatred of the flesh. While he does not
explain this carbination, he puts it .in a Russian Orthodox and Victo
rian context and, especially in his analysis of the biographical

1< Editor's note: Fa~ett has just brought out the paperback. version
of this book.
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elerrent in 'nle Kreutzer Sonata, he shows it at work in Tolstoy. He
also fully a:ocurrerits Tolstoy's haroerotic side, beg.inn.ing with Kan
stantin Islav.in and ending with Qlertkov. But Wilson respects Tol
stoy's insistence, in an early diary passage, arout another youth
whan he loved, that, while his love is erotic, he does not desire
intercourse with his l:eloved. Wilson, who CCJYpa.res Tolstoy's harD
erotic love to that celebrated .in Shakespeare's sonnets, goes on to
point out that Tolstoy treasured his feelings for young rren because
of their p.1rity. I think that this is exactly right. Whatever our
materialist age rrakes of such attractions, the idealist Tolstoy,
like N.K. Stankevich, for instance, believed in a distinction be
tween spiritual and physical love, and lived this distinction as
well as writing of it. Wilson I s description of the Tolstoy mar
riage reflects the subtlety of his judgnents atout love and satis
fies both in the (To!stoyan) syrrpathy that he accords both partners
and the (Tolstoyan) judgrrents that he metes out ~ere they are de
served.

Another major thene of the bc:x:lk is Tolstoy r S psychology as a
writer. Here Wilson draws upon his own experience as both novel
ist and critic. He understands Tolstoy I s imagination and displays
its \o.Qrkings with great perspicuity. Like other biographers, he
mines the \o.Qrks for biographical information, and he also advances
novel and fascinating speculations about how Tolstoy carre to write
them. '!his second therre culminates in a theory, reminiscent of
Eikhenbaum but psychological rather than historical or linguistic,
of why the farrous crisis in the late seventies occured. I do not
entirely agree either with this theory or with the interpretations
of .irdividual works that arise fran the biographer I s approach, but
I think. that Wilson, taking this approach, has pinpointed certain
autobiographical eleIrents in the genesis of TolstCT.i' s works that no
one else has seen.

Where Wilson falls down is in his trea1:I'cEnt of Tolstoy I 5 thought.
'll1e Tolstoy W10 entered into eatm.mion with other great minds and
\ot1ose f ictian expresses, am::mg other things, the pattern of his
thoughts is largely absent fran the book. One partial exception to
this is Wilson I s account of Tolstoy I s indirect eatmIDication with
Dostoevsky, in vthich the b,Q writers, while never rreeting, speak. to
each other through their ~rks. EVen here, though, the book empha
sizes the rivalry of the b;o individuals rather than their philosoph
ical agreenents and disagrearents. ~ is the man who sits silent
ly at his desk, reading and thinking? Because Wilson neglects this
Tolstoy, his readings of the fiction cannot do it full justice.

But perhaps this as it should be in a biography. In any case, it
v.uuld be wrong to condann a book as good as this one for not saying
everything, or even every very inportant tiring about its subject.
Wilson tells the story of how a fascinating individual becaIre a great
writer . 'llle result is nust reading for anyone interested in Tolstoy.
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